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CONTAINS: 1 MOLE TRAP

SETTING THE TRAPMOVING AND
RESETTING THE TRAP

FEEDING TUNNEL

Locate any active mole feeding 
tunnel and depress a small 
section of the tunnel with your 
foot. Feedings tunnels can 
appear frequently, and moles 
often travel through the same 
tunnels as they feed on grubs 
and earthworms.

Place the trap over top of the 
depression of the tunnel 
with the scissors of the trap 
on either side. Press the trap 
firmly into the ground until 
the square base plate is 
resting on the ground 
outside of the tunnel.

FEEDING TUNNEL

FEEDING TUNNEL

Step down firmly on the 
top of the trap, opening 
the scissors underneath 
the ground, and setting 
the square trigger disk 
flat on the depression of 
the tunnel.

The trap will lock into place 
parallel to the ground once 
fully set. Rock the trap back 
and forth with your foot to 
set the track for the scissors 
to close freely.
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Control Arm

Foot Pedal

Scissor Arm
      1/4

Base Plate

Lock Nuts 1/3

Stainless Steel Springs

MOLE TRAP
SCEMATIC

To move your Mole Trap first make 
sure that the trap IS NOT in the set 
position. If unset, simply pull from 
ground and repeat the steps to set.

If your trap is IN the set position, 
take a screwdriver or sturdy stick and 
place in the slot on top of the trap 
where the control arms connect. 

Add pressure up or down to break 
the action of the set trap. The trap 
will rapidly trigger and become safe 
to move or reset. Keep extremities 
and face clear of the upward move-
ment of trap while triggering. 

UNSET
POSITION

SET POSITION

MOVING THE TRAP

If the trap has been successful in 
trapping, the mole will be stuck 
between either one of the scissors 
sets of the trap.

While holding the baseplate, pull 
the trap toward your body and press 
against your belt buckle or other 
resilient surface with the scissors 
and trapped mole facing away. This 
action will separate the scissors 
allowing the mole to dislodge from 
the trap. Dispose of the mole 
accordingly. 

A trapped mole may be left in the 
ground after being captured by plac-
ing your feet on either side of the 
tunnel and the trap while removing 
from the ground. 

REMOVING MOLE FROM TRAP

Trigger

STEP-TO-SET
NO Digging Required
Commercial Grade
Lifetime Guarantee

TM

FEEDING TUNNEL

Pull firmly on the top of the trap 
once triggered, where the control 
arms and foot pedal connect, and 
remove from ground.
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